
CMS Anywhere, our cloud-based monitoring platform, empowers you to manage your 
assets portfolio using simple, intuitive color-coded graphics in real-time with instant 
alerts straight to your inbox. You can now experience unprecedented transparency of 
asset performance and reliability with advanced monitoring.

CMS Anywhere allows the user to view all their assets in a single view whether the assets are elevators, escalators, 
or other devices with appropriate interfaces. Our EMU Gateway and EMU NIM modules off er a range of monitoring 
solutions depending upon your requirements.

CMS Anywhere has demonstrated its ability to improve trouble call response times, reduce critical events such as 
asset shutdowns and improve the lifecycle costs of your assets. Instant alerts are sent direct to you via email and/
or text alerts meaning the building management and the elevator company will never miss a shutdown or elevator 
entrapment event.

Comprehensive performance analytics through the use of historical data produces system reporting including 
comparative performance of portfolio units, availability, and equipment summary.

Service technicians can now be equipped with real-time data benefi ting from CMS Anywhere’s innovative algorithms 
leading to predictive intervention reducing unplanned shutdowns. Technicians will simply login once onsite to register 
the reason for a particular service visit.

CMS Anywhere 
monitors around the 
clock providing real-
time status and alerts.

CMS Anywhere monitoring 
has proven eff ectiveness 
with customers reporting 
KPI improvements from 
65% to 98+%.

Key asset management decisions 
can be supported with multiple 
reports off ering data insights to 
asset life and knowing exactly where 
you need to assign your budgets.

PUTTING YOU
In Control



Graphical dashboard shows at-a-glance view of key performance 
indicators such as equipment availability, equipment out of service, 
worst sites, alarm trappings and much more. Manage your own 
dashboard to suit your requirements using the simple drag and 
drop features.

Map overview illustrates graphical representation of the availability 
of sites around the world. Click on each icon to drill down to gain 
more information.

Location map provides representation of building asset locations 
including status.

Asset overview shows number of journeys, relevelling, door 
operations, controller temperature and more…

With EMU Gateway on Pixel and GALaxy controls, calls can be 
placed onto elevators from anywhere in the world. The service 
provider can interrogate the elevator status, verify faults and 
reduce costly site visits by remote fault verifi cation.

Graphical real-time information includes speed, elevator trips, 
re-levelling, temperature, and humidity.


